Wisse Trooster for Cartoni Design
product: Cartoni 900 standout: This linkable LED pendant is an exemplar of environmental friendliness, with a shade made almost entirely of recycled cardboard. cartonidesign.com

Rosie Li of Rosie Li Studio
product: Bubbly 02 and 03 standouts: The table lamps' brass globes in Oil-Slick Rainbow finish add a pop of glamour to any room. A powder-coated steel base anchors the larger version. rosieli.com

Khaled El Mays for House of Today
product: Mr. Brain standout: Aluminum tubing bent to form a "head" atop a satin-wrapped "body" makes for a personable table lamp in two sizes and three pastel hues. houseoftoday.com

Achille Salvagni for Maison Gerard
product: Elena standout: All angles and asymmetry, this cast-and-burnished-bronze chandelier with hand-carved onyx diffuser comes in a limited edition of 20. moisongerard.com